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Location assisted network search algorithm for mobile devices
ABSTRACT
Standby power consumption of a mobile device is an important component of its overall
power consumption. During standby, mobile devices periodically wake up to communicate with
the network to exchange information pertaining to serving base stations, neighboring base
stations, etc. which consumes power without any actual call or data activity. This disclosure
describes techniques to reduce the standby power consumption of a mobile device. Location
(latitude and longitude) information derived from a geolocation receiver such as GPS,
GLONASS, or BeiDou is used by the mobile device to modify the frequency for performing
network search, e.g., the frequency of network search is reduced if the mobile is determined to be
substantially stationary. The techniques use an existing geolocation receiver in a mobile device,
e.g., without additional hardware cost, and are applicable to a wide variety of air interface
protocols.
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BACKGROUND
Battery life of mobile devices is an important parameter that directly impacts user
satisfaction. A key factor that influences battery life is standby power consumption, which is the
power consumed by the mobile device to maintain a connection to the cellular network. Standby
power is consumed even when the user is not actively on a call or consuming data. Standby
power consumption arises from the mobile device periodically waking up to turn on the
transceiver to exchange information with the network relating to status, location, serving and
neighboring base stations, etc. This periodic activity utilizes power, thus draining the battery
without any actual call or data activity.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to reduce the standby power consumption of a
mobile device by conditioning the wake cycle of the mobile device on its location relative to cell
boundary. The cell transmits information that enables determination of the current location of the
mobile device relative to the cell boundary in terms of latitude and longitude coordinates. The
latitude and longitude coordinates are utilized by the mobile device to determine whether it
continues to be positioned within the same cell. The frequency with which the cellular circuitry
wakes up to search the network is reduced if the mobile device is situated within a predetermined
distance, e.g., fifty feet, of its previously recorded location.
Mobile devices typically acquire latitude and longitude coordinates periodically. The
geolocation receiver has a lower power consumption than the cellular transceiver. Shifting the
mobile network searching workload to the low-power consuming geolocation receiver from the
high-power consuming cellular transceiver saves battery power due to a reduction in standby
power consumption.
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Fig. 1: Reduction of the wake-up frequency of the mobile device

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a mobile device that remains at Location A between times
t1 and t9, and is moved to Location B at t9. Between times t1 and t9, location coordinates derived
from the geolocation receiver indicate that the mobile device is located within a predetermined
distance from the previous location. The mobile device performs cellular circuitry wake-up at a
reduced frequency between times t1 and t9 while it is located at Location A, as illustrated by the
gap between the pairs of timestamps between t1 and t9. At time t9, the mobile device has been
moved, and is detected by the geolocation receiver to be at Location B, beyond the
predetermined distance from the previous location.
Based on the detection of change in location, the wake-up frequency changes to a higher
level between times t9 and t11, as illustrated by a shorter gap between the pairs of timestamps. At
t11, the location obtained from the geolocation receiver indicates that the mobile device is within
the predetermined distance from the previously recorded location (Location B), and the wake-up
frequency is again reduced after t11.
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Fig. 2: The wake-up interval is increased when a mobile device is stationary

Fig. 2 illustrates an example process to update the wake-up interval for network search
based on mobile device location. Using geolocation receiver, the mobile device determines its
location (204) relative to cell boundary. Periodically, latitude and longitude coordinates are
checked to determine if the location has changed to an extent greater than a predetermined
threshold distance (206). If the location has changed to an extent greater than the predetermined
distance, the mobile device reverts to its normal (smaller) wake-up interval for network search
and conducts a network search (208). If the mobile device location is determined to be
unchanged (e.g., the device is within the predetermined distance), then the device uses a longer
interval between network searches (210).
The reduction in the wake-up frequency of the cellular circuitry is based on the
communication air interface protocol in use, e.g., LTE, WCDMA, CDMA, GSM, etc. Depending
on the air interface, the wake-up frequency is reduced, e.g., by a factor of hundred.
Fig. 3 depicts techniques, per this disclosure, used in accordance with an air interface
protocol.
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Fig. 3: The duty cycle of the mobile device wake based on location information

Upon mobile device (or other user equipment, denoted as “UE”) boot-up (320), the
geolocation receiver is turned on, and the current device location is obtained (322). The current
location is compared (324) against the previously obtained location. If the current location is
outside a predetermined distance from the previous location, all configured bands and channels
are scanned (326).
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If the current location is within a predetermined distance from the previous location, a
search of the specific bands and channels of the current cell is prioritized by the UE (328).
If the current cell signal is detected (330), the UE is registered to the current cell, and the
UE enters idle mode (332) per the Radio Resource Control (RRC) specification. If the current
cell signal is not detected, the neighbor cell information is used to search the neighbor
bands/channels. If the neighbor cell is detected (334), the UE is registered to the neighbor cell,
and enters idle mode (336) per the RRC specification. If the neighbor cell signals are not
detected, all configured bands and channels are scanned (338).
If a cell signal is detected based on the search of all configured bands and channels (340),
the UE registers using the detected cell (342), and enters RRC idle mode. If a cell signal is not
detected, the UE location is checked (344) to ascertain if the UE location is static (within a
predetermined distance).
If the mobile location is static, the search interval is increased (346). If the mobile
location is not static, all configured bands and channels are searched based on the normal wakeup duty cycle (348).
The techniques described herein are also utilized to reduce mobile device power
consumption in idle mode. In the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) air interface protocol, for
example, the UE utilizes discontinuous reception (DRX) in idle mode. The DRX cycle
determines the frequency at which paging messages are checked by the UE.
In a scenario where the UE is stationary, a longer DRX cycle (for example, 320 ms, 640
ms, 1280 ms, 2560 ms, etc.) is used by the UE. UE synchronization with the network is
scheduled according to the updated DRX intervals. An even longer DRX cycle is used for WiFibased calls, such that power consumption due to cellular radio circuitry is further reduced.
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CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to reduce the standby power consumption of a
mobile device. Location information derived from geolocation receiver is used by the mobile
device to modify the frequency for performing network search, e.g., the frequency of network
search is reduced if the mobile is determined to be substantially stationary. The techniques use an
existing geolocation receiver such as GPS, GLONASS or BeiDou in a mobile device, e.g.,
without additional hardware cost, and are applicable to a wide variety of air interface protocols.
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